
wega is your service provider specialised in the Life Science, Pharma and Healthcare 
industry. Our unique combination of Business, Process and IT knowledge enables us  
to fulfil our demanding mission: Building the bridge between business and IT.

360° Services in Life Science,  
Pharma, and Healthcare IT

Agile Validation

IT landscapes in companies evolve fast, which makes 
it necessary to be able to react quickly to these 
changes. Agile approaches have become commonly 
applied in software development as a way to success-
fully embrace frequent change and at the same time 
ensure that business needs are clearly understood.

Still, in GxP regulated environments, agile approaches  
tend to not be applied because of wrong assumptions: 
Contrary to the believe of many, Agile is NOT about 
chaos, freestyle, and absence of documentation.  
In reality, successfully applying agile methodology 
always requires an even more precise process 
definition for team collaboration as one would do  
in a classical V-Model approach.

Successfully applying an agile approach bears the 
promise of increased efficiency and higher project 
velocity while keeping the quality standard at  
the same high level fulfilling the required regulatory 
standards. 

In our pragmatic approach, the key requirements  
for a successful validation are given within the agile 
framework. We use this as an opportunity to  
optimize your validation processes. 

What we offer

• Dedicated support for building custom tailored  
agile CSV framework 

• Interdisciplinary teams to cover all important 
aspects of agile validation

• Competence in all phases of the change 
• Agile coaching 
• Proven experience from several GxP projects

Why Agile Validation?
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